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n this drAwing PhiLiPPe-JAcques de Loutherbourg 
has shown a robbery in process. one man is fast asleep; the spilt flagon 
suggesting that he is either drunk or has possibly been drugged. The 
second man looms over the sleeping figure, his arm outstretched. it appears 
that he is about to steal whatever the sleeping figure cradles in his arms. 

The thief is dressed in torn, ragged clothing, has a straggling beard and long, 
unkempt hair. his appearance suggests that he is an impoverished street thief 
and his sly, gleeful grin confirms his wickedness. The prominently positioned 
flagon is decorated with an oriental text, thus the present work possibly shows 
the robbery of a naive foreigner.
 in Two Men, One Sleeping the robber’s clothing strongly reflects his 
character. his costume quickly establishes his role in the image and the focus 
on costume is a feature in several of de Loutherbourg’s drawings, such as Man 
in Uniform (fig. 1). Although this drawing has no narrative, as it is a study of 
the figure of an officer in his uniform, like the figure of the thief in Two Men, 
One Sleeping, the viewer gains an immediate, concise and clear insight into the 
officer’s character. his tight-fitting jacket accentuates his rather portly figure, 
and as it clings to his large stomach, the buttons seem on the verge of popping 
off. it creates a slightly comical appearance although the man is clearly well-off. 
his chubbiness, confident upright bearing and his jolly, round face creates an 
image of a well fed, upper class man that is ever so slightly mocking. This is an 
example of the characteristic humour found in de Loutherbourg’s work.
 de Loutherbourg’s father, Philipp Jakob (1698-1768) was an engraver and 
miniature painter to the court of darmstadt. in 1755, he took his family to 
Paris, where de Loutherbourg became a pupil of carle van Loo (1705-1765) (see 
inventory). At this early stage he specialised in landscape painting but the focus 
of these works was often on the foreground figures, which are framed by natural 
formations that occasionally fall away to reveal distant horizons. his original style 
was extremely popular with the French public but in 1771 he went to London, 
intending to take advantage of the wealthy english market. here he met the 
english actor and manager david garrick, who employed de Loutherbourg as 
his chief scene designer at the drury Lane Theatre. de Loutherbourg became 
the most inventive set designer in eighteenth-century europe. his lighting and 
sound effects, use of puppets and models, introduction of painted act drops 
between scenes and the diversity of his stage pictures set a precedent for all future 
attempts at theatrical illusion. Two Men, One Sleeping is itself a very theatrical 
drawing, with the dramatic gesture of the thief and the clarity of the narrative. 

de Loutherbourg’s work became characterised by its variety, from landscape to 
caricature and he often adapted his art to suit the market. de Loutherbourg was 
also a prolific illustrator, contributing twenty plates to John bell’s second edition 
of shakespeare (1786-1788), as well as publishing his collections of engravings, 
The Picturesque Scenery of Great Britain (1801) and The Picturesque and Romantic 
Scenery of England and Wales (1805).

Philippe-Jacques de Loutherbourg, Man in Uniform, 
The courtauld gallery, London (Figure 1)
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